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ONIVERSITY OF MISSOORI-ST. LOOIS

University Spends $54,000 On Cars For
UM President, UM-Columbia Chancellor
[choice)," Manring said.
associate news edttor
''The car is part of the . original
compensation package when he was
The Univt'XSityofMissourirecently hired," said Ken Brogdon, director of
spent approximately $54,000 on two the news bureau at UM-Columbia
1993 Buick Park Avenue Ultra Cars
Manring said the apparent logic in
for UM President George Russell and purchasing the cars is that it saves the
UM-Columbia Chancellor Charles university money. There are two types
Kiesler.
of compensation, he said. One type
"Aboot $26,000 was spent on pays strictly per mile. 26 cents. The
Russell's car,"
other pays for
said. Maurice
mileage and de- '
Manring, manpreciation. The
thought their
ager of media reactual value ofthe
lations at UMtiming was bad, when car is assessed acColumbia
cording to ' the
The univer- tuitions are going up
mileage acrued.
sity president so rapidly. II
Russell and
serves at the pleaKiesler drive beNeil Molloy tween 18 and 25
sure of the Board
of Curators. He ' State Representative thousand miles
has no contract,
per year in uniManring
ex~
versitybusiness.
plained. When he was hired, Russell Over a three-year period, the university
was given the choice between using his ends up paying for those cars through
personal vehicle or driving a university mileage compensation, butneverowns
vehicle. If he chose to drive his own them. By buying the Buicks, the unicar,hewouldbecompensatedformile- versity will pay over the same time
age and depreciation.
period, but at the end of that tenn, they
Initially, Russell used his own car, will be university collateral.
Manring said.
''The money [to purchase the cars]
Kiesler, on theotha hand, serves at' came from the unrestriced gift money ,"
the pleasure of the president Kiesler Manring said. ''These are funds d0also has no contract. only an agreement nated by those who support the Uniwith Russell. His terms of employment versity ofMislCuri System. They give
included the same option, reimburse- it and say ''We know you have exment or a university vehicl~.
penses. Use it as you please."
_
" All chancellors areo ffered this
Most gifts to the university are

Chem Lab Computers
Center Of Controversy
by Clint ZWeHei

by Krista Goodin

CUffentnewsreporter

III

Senate Considers
New Grading Scale
by Thomas J. Kovach

Current news reporter
If you're one of those students who
aIways gets a 79 or 89 percent as a
semester rrade and still gets a C or B
letter grade respectively, UM-St Louis

may have a plan that might help you.
'The College ofArts and Sciences is
proposing a pluslminus system for
grading. Backers of the proposal say it
gives students a more accwate "reading of how they really do in class."
"If a stndent get a B+, he or she
would know that were a lot closer to an
A grade than a B grade," said Deborah
Larson, artsand~ieoces associate Oean.
Here's how the plus/minus plan
affects grade-point averages:
'A-, 3.7

oB+,3.3
·B-, 2.7
oC+, 2.3
-C-,1.7

00+,13
on-, 0.7
For straight letter grades, gradepoint averages would remain the same,
Larson said
Presently, the plan calls for faculty
members to have the option of implementing the plus/minus system in their
classes.
Faculty and staff from each department on campus are expected to
meet this week with their deans to
discuss the impact of the plan.
Infonnal discussions have held
since the plan was presented at UniVersity Senate March 2. All departments
must respond to the Arts and Sciences
proposal by March 22.
Department's comments will be
forwarded to the Curriculum and Instruction committee. They will present
their findings at the next Senate meeting on April 6 at 3:15 p.m. in 222 J.e.
Penney.

George Russell
restricted. Manring said. They are do. nated specifically for buildings or
scholarships, for example.
Special features in Kiesler's car
include a fold-out table in the back seat
and two cellular phones.
''H'e wants to be able to work in the
vehicle," exp1ained Brogdon.
"Kiesler's job takes him all over
the state," Manring said.
Manring dispelled the rumor that
Russell's car also included special fea-

tures.
"It does not have a sunroof or a
compact disc player," Manring said
"But it does have a cellular phone."
Stndents and administrators are not
the only ones concerned about the purchase of the Buicks. ''We're upset about it," said Neil
Molloy,state representative for the 71 st
district "I thought their timing was
bad, whr-Jl tuitions are going up so
rapidly."
Molloy is also a member of the

Charles KieSler
state house appropriations conimittee.
He said the committee designates
money to the university in a lump sum
and has no control ova how it is spent
''Last year we appropriated $289
million iliJ. gener.li revenue," Molloy
said ''This year [the amount] will be
$296 million, but it's still in committee."
Molloy said thecommittee "grilled
Russell for 40 minutes."
''We can't take action," he said.
''The only state official is the Board of
Curators because they govern the University of MislCuri System. They're a
constitutional body."
In contrast to the Park A venue Intra CarsL ~SL Lauis _Chancellor. __
Blanche Touhill drives a 1988 Ford
Taurus provided ~y the university. Bob
Samples. director of communications
for UM-St Louis, said the car was
purchased for former Chancellor Mar-

Some students at UM- St Louis feel their student computing fees are
~be~ ~ to~
·
.
.
Pat Chemovitz, a resident assistant in the department of chemIStry, IS
circulating a petition to the departments of chemistry, psychology, biology
and physics to be sent to UM-St Louis Chancellor Blanche Touhill. The
petition complains of inadequate computer facilities in the Benton Hall
computer lab located in Room W7.
Chemovitz has specific complaints about the computer labOratory. She
said the doors to the laboratory are locked on weekends making it
inaccessible to students who have weekend classes.
Michael Underwood, a research assistant in the chemistry deparnnent.
complained that students are unable to load programs onto the hard disk
that are appropriate to their needs in chemistry.
Underwood said, ''Weare notcapableofloading software onto the hard
drive. We were capable up until December but Mr. Siegel (Director of
Campus Computing) has taken that away."
Seigel said there is reason why he had taken away privileges to load
.
software onto the harddrive.
He said, "I am responsible legally for the fact that every software
package that is installed on our systems is actually owned by UM- St Louis
and we have a license for it"
Siegel said that software vendors could raid the Ial:oratory. If unliceOsed lCftware is found, UM-St Louis could be fined.
He said if a student will bring him a bill of sale for a particular piece of
software, he will install it
Chernovitz said it was decided in May 1991 that Room 2ff7 in Benton
Hall was going to be renovated and a computer Ial:oratory was going to be
installed.
She said, "It was decided that there was to be ten IBM, ten Macintosh
and three posocript printers. All of the departments agreed on that and all
departments decided what programs they want on [the computers]."
According to Chernovitz, it was then decided by Jerrold Seigel in Jan.
1992 that renovation would not occur. Instead there will be four IBM
computers, four Macintosh computers and one postscript printer put in tl)e

--

~.

-~.

According to Siegel,lackof space was not taken into account when the
renoviuion was discussed. Because of the lack of space, fewer computers
had to be installed iII the room.
Seigel said the problem should be in the hands of the chemistry
department

See CHEMISTRY, page 4

See CARS, page 4

Delta Sigma Pi Promotes Safe Spring Break
by Krista Goodin
associate news editor

Delta Sigma Pi, the professional
business fraternity on campus, wanted
everyone to have a"SafeS pring Break.»
Fraternity members handed out survival kits containing AIDS prevention
information and a condom March 1
and 2.
The project was called the "Safe
Spring Break Campaign," and more
than 650 kits were handed out
"Because we're greek and on campus, we realize we have a social responsibility," said Pete Manzo, social
chairman and project coordinator. He
explained that the fraternity was doing
a community service and educating the
campus.
"Our fraternity adapts to the times,"

;\fanzo said.
The survival kits were prepared
rnd provided by Sl Louis Effort for
A:DS through its campus outreach
program. Each contained Ihree pieces
of paper explaining safe sex proctices,
healthy sexual boundaries and how to
use a condom.
"A lot of people found the wording
pretty blunt," Mao.zo said He explained
that the information is distributed to
many people and the wording must be
plain enough for e·veryone to understand, even those not as educated as
college students.
In addition to the survival kits,
pamphlets were available. All of the
literature included an information
hotline for callers to ask questions

Photo: Dave Floyd

See AIDS, page 4

D e~a Sigma Pi, the business fraternity at UM-St. Louis, distributed
"su rvival kits" with information on AIDS prevent ion and safe sex.

Masters, Roither Only Candidates
For SGA PreSident, Vice-President

Bearly Survived Spring Break?

by Amy Allman
Current news reporter
The Student GovemmentA&.~ia

tion (SGA) met Wednesday to discuss
proposals and to hear speeches from

UM.

st. Louis students weren't the only ones a little exhausted after spri~ break.

Photo: Alfie M. Ali

the candidates for SGA president and
vice-president for the 1993-94 academic year.
Charles Andrew "Andy" Masters,
the current SGA treasurer, started the
introduction session with !! s~h concerning his campaign for SGA president M&ters said while serving as
SGA treasurer, he played a key role in
all phases of student government.
Masters sp0~ about his involvement
in the task of battling the administration over the increase in student activity fees.
"The very same issue is going to
corne up next year, so it is important to
have someor!~ who knows what's go. ing on, who will know how to fight it
. and who will fight it," said 1\1asters.
He said, "Y00 can rest assured that

Andy Masters

Dave Roither

ifI'm elected I'm going to fight it all the

Campus beautification, security improvementand recruitfnent of students.
The mecti.ngproc.eeded witli a brief
speech from Dave Raither, the SGA

way."
Masters also spoke of his achievements at the leadership level and his
future ideas for the student government He elaborated on his plans for

See SGA, page 4
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ATTENTION STUDENTS

High commission potential saving
homeowners big $$$$. Sign up local
clients in high demand financial service. No experience necessary. Will
train applicants. Weekty commissions
paid. Request complete information.
Call Toll Free
1-800-365-7550 ext 8064

A leading financial services company
is now accepting applications.
Consultants and managers needed.
Part-time and full-time positions available. Great career opportunities.
For an interview please send resume
to P.O. Box 1344, Ballwin, MO 63022
or call 230-8579.

I

II

HGu.. Paint.,. Wilntedl
Coiiege craft premium house painters

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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HELP WANTED

INTERNAnONAl
EMPLOYMENT

CRUise SHiPS NOW HIRiNG

Make money teachi ng basic con-

Earn $2,OOO+/month+world travel

versational English ab road. Japan

(Hawaii, Mexico, the C a ribbean,

and Tai wan. Many provide room &

etc.)

board

Holiday, Summer and Carser em-

$2,000-$4,000 + pe r month. No

+

oth e r b enefitsl M ake

No experience

previous tra.in ing or teaching cer-

necessary. For employment pro-

tificate requited. For employm ent

ployment available.

gram call 1-206-634-0468
ext. C5746.
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is now hiring students interested in
something more than just another
summer job. If you would like to make
betwoon $6,000 and $12,000 this
summer while getting great management el(~rience then call us today I
1-800-331-4441

CAN YOU MANAGE
ON AN EXTRA $2,500?
Practical experience for Business!
Market'ing Majors: Manage credit card
promotions on campus for a National
Marketing Rrm. Hours flexible. Earn
up to $2,500Iterm.
CALL 1-800-950-8472, Ext. 17.

PART TIME
GOT 4 HOURS A DAY FREE?
Work around your class schedule and
make an extra $150-$250 per week. If
you are enthusiastic, reliable and
money motivated, this is the perfect
position for you. Call 298-1211 for
more information.

ALASKA SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT- fisheries. Earn

piogram call:

$600+/week in canneries or
$4,OOO+/month on fishing boats.

(206) 632- 1146 ext. J5746 .

Free transportation! Room &
Board! Male or Female. Get a head
start on this summer! For employment program call

STOP CLO\VNING AROUND
Get Your
Career

FUND-RAISlm
We're looking for a top fraternity,
sorority or student organization that
would like to make $500 - $1,500
for one weekmark:eting project right

on campus. Must be organized and
hard working. Call 1-800-592-2121

,--------,

FOR RENT

•I

1

Two houses for sale by owner close
to UMSL. Excellent condition.

call 429-4194 or 725-5385.
Tired of living at home; with noisy
roommates; or in an over-priced, loud
apartment? Establish credit by owning modern redecorated 2 bed , 1 bath
mobile home. ~ safe park in Fenton
with big yard and trees. Pay off loans
when sold. It worked for mel Asking
$12,500 or best offer. For more information call 343-0417.
Female roommate wanted to share

ext 308.

two bedroom condominium close to
campus. $200/month plus half utilities. Call 521-9762. Leave message.

ATTEN110N BUSINESS MAJORS:
Fortune SOO Service Company now
accepting applications. Great career
opportunities. For an interview, pfease
send resume to: P.O. Box 1344 Ballwin,
Me 63022.

AFFORDABLE 1 & 2
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
"FOR SERIOUS
STUDENTS"
15 MINUTES FROM

GREEKS & CLUBS

$1000

RENTAL BEGINNING

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.

AT$275/MO
STOVE, REFRIG.,
MINI-BLINDS, H!W
FLOORS, LAUNDRY,
PARKING,
EXCELLENT

And aFREE
•

IGLOO COOLER
if you qualify. ·Call

~

2550 Lucas & Hunt
385-0728

:

I

L ________ --.J

Party with the bestl
• South Padre Island from $175,
• Cancun Mexico from $319,
• Bahamas Cruise from $269.
. , Join over 1 million partiersl
Call 968-4327 and ask for Janet or
call Student Express Vacations at

1-800-868-7872.

RESIDENT MANAGER.
863-8521
862-7018

1-206-545-4155 ext A5746

I

I
I

SPRING BREAK '93

SECURITY,

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 6S

:

NC, Gas, Heat
Spiral Staircase
Parldng,Laundry

w/w Oupet

CELLANEOUS

''U CITY LOOP"

IN JUST ONE WEEK!

I
I

On Site Management

I
I
I
I
I

1 Bedroom $280
All Appliances

ROOMMATE NEEDED
• 10 Minut~s from UMSL
• $157 a month plus half untilities
• Non-smoker
• Must love cats ·
For more Information call:
423-4467 or 671·2051

CAMPUS IN THE
EXCITING

-RAISE A COOL

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

TlllSADISWORTH$2S I
OFF OF THE RENT AT I
PARK GLEN ECHO
I
TOWNHOUSES
I

CANCUN - MEXICO
Spring Break #1 Choice I I
5 Night Party Package Including
R. T. Air. Lodging Starts at $344.

1-800-845-6766
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

TRAFFIC TteKEiS

On

DWI
PERSONAL INJURY

Track.
Register with Career Placement
Services. Career Placement can help
you find a paid job related to your
degree, while you're still in school!

X!-esee & Leonara
Attorneys at Law

AIR FORCE OFFICER JOB FAIR
Friday & Saturday, March 19 & 20,1993
9:00 a.m . - 5:00 p.m.
Radisson Hotel in Clayton. the Sutton Room
7750 Carondelet. Clayton. Missouri
.The Air Force is looking for qualified men and women to join Hs officer
corps. College seniors or graduates are Invited to talk to our
representatives on possible careers In managerial or technical
positions in the Air Force. Stop by either day, bring your resume, and
be prepared to have your future take flight. Please coli 314-331-4025
for Information.

....
-=:-:....-=
.;;;.;;--

= =--

41.44 Lindell Blvd. Ste. 506

Career Placement offers: on campus

.,

= - -----~
- ----

St Louis, MO 63108

recruiting; Job Skills workshops;

1-800-845-6766
"EVERY WOMAN NEEDS
WHAT YOU OFFER"
Beauti Control Image Consultants
hear this constantly. Be apart of the
right company with the right products
and services at the right time.
Call Angela at 647·4105.

BEAUn CONTROL

~

, - , _ _ _I I i - -

Party with the Best I I
Hotels or Condos with Party/Activity
Package $20 Per PersonlPer Night
Taxes not Included

,..

':>

The World's Premier
Image Company

current job listings; a career Ii- --Jbrary and more. Sophomores and
Juniors can be part of our Co-op and
internship programs and we'll

place Seniors upon graduation.

308 Woods Hall

553·5111

,

.,..fJ,.,

VIC'E

invites you to attend a

invites you to attend a

LECTURE

LECTURE

Eric Sandweiss

Prof. Eugen Weber

''Reclaiming the Urban Landscape"

."Education for Whom?
Culture for What? n

Sandw~, Director oCResearch

at the Mlssourl IDstorlcal

Society, will speak about how Americans adJIUt to and

Weber Is rorlllel' DeaII at tile college at Letters aM SdeIcei

understand the process of urban growth " He wiD use
St. Louis and San Francisco as examples.

at UCLA Ed the host at the PBS .~ 011 Westen
CivilizatiOn. IDs lecture wHi he about the purpose and value
of a liberal Arts educatlon In today's world.

Extends A Special Corporate Dlacount Membe~ip
Tuesday,~aL

16, 1993
1:30 p.m. • 72 J.C. Penney

Thursday, March 25, 1993
8 p.m. • 78 J.e. Penney

r---------------------,
Free 16 oz.
Fountain Bever age
with the Purchase of
a Personal Pan Pizza

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I·
I
I
I

PI~--Hut
Offer expires 3/19/93. Please mention coupon before cashier totals
Racquetball • Swimming • Tennis • 30 Minute Workout • )«14%%1, S~am tiN Sa14""
Track • Wally Ball • Aerobics • Circuit 7raining • Cardia D'tlt"irt, • l'rH ",",.,.

your purchase. One coupon per person per visit Not valid in
L _______
__________
__
combinatioo with any other
offer,
~

~

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
~
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THE C(JRRENT

Greel{s Might. Be Wrong,
But Is Anyone Right?
.

With the recent stl;>ries about sOrority and fraternity members allegedly
engaging in the illegal distnbution of continuing education parking stickers,
anti -greek sentiment on the'UM -S t. Louis campus seems to be nearing an alltime high. Greeks have always been a source of misunderstanding ammlg
those not in a fraternity or sorority, and this misunderstanding often becomes
mistrust. Not only ~ the greeks mistrusted by non-greeks, fraternities and
sororities even mistrust each other.
On many university campuses throughout the country, the greeks and
non-greeks are in a constant battle. The greeks claim that they benefit society
through their philanthropies, and benefit their mem bers through support and
cooperation. Fraternities and sororities claim they provide acceptance a::d
support for incoming freshmen and t-ansfer students. They point to their
. contribution to the building of a campus community and pride in their school.
The non-greeks claim that fraternities and sorori ties are elitist, and often
racist. They point out the disproportionate ratios of minority members in the
sororities and fraternities compared to the student population as a whole.
They claim that the fraternity parties and formals serve only as a guise for
alcohol distribution to members who are minors. They call attention to the
problems of date rape, alcohol abuse and hazing.
Fraternities and sororities even attack each other with accusations of
underhanded statements made in bars at late hours implicating greek members in illegal activities. They claim that statements made by a rival house are
not fact, but are meant strictly to "bring the house down." They steal signs,
charters and composites from each other and refuse to return them. They
destroy property and await retaliation, so they can return to vandalize again,
with a vengeance.
Steps have been made to address these issues and problems within the
greek community. The governing bodies of the fraternities and sororities
have been active. Omicron Kappa Epsilon (OKE) and Panhellenic Association are working to reduce the problems involved with the coexistence of
greek and university communities.
Panhellenic has been in existence on this campus for nine years. The
three UM-St. Louis sororities in Pan hellenic say that they participate in
various activities to "encourage students to get involved on campus" and to
provide a way "of improving academic, moral and social obligations of
individual [members]." The sororities participate in a. national event that
allows them to attend seminars that "aid in promoting campus unity and
involvement. "
OKE, a new arrival to the UM-St Louis campus ·;lis year, states in its
constitution that the purpose of the organization is to "form a close union of
social fraternities of the University, to foster mutual understanding and
cooperation between the fraternities and the University Administration and
Faculty and to promote the interest and welfare common to both fraternities
and the University." All three UM-St. Louis social fraternities are members
ofOKE.
Both groups claim to be striving for a more unified campns and
cooperation between the six social greek organizations, yet there is still strife,
both internal and external. Non-greeks still blame greeks for some problems.
They slilrclaim die greekS are e litist.
. .
.
-.
Non-greeksturn their noses up when they walk past the raised section in
the Underground, the commonly known "land-of-the-greeks." When the
greek reaction to an issue is to be found, all one has to do is step up onto the
stage. Many think that the entire greek community can be found in the
Underground, regardless of class schedules or time of day.
Greeks seem to have an air of superiority when sitting in the Underground. They seem to enjoy looking down on the non-greeks walking by. The
looks given to a non-greek w'ho tries to infringe upon their territory can be
murderous.
Both sides could be making much larger strides toward peaceful.coexistence. The greeks say that their membership is open to all students, but once
a student joins, it is almost as if be or she has to surrender an identity as a
regular student and assume the identity of the greek student, with appropriate
allegiances implied.
Non-greeks are just as guilty of this discrimination based on association.
All students are considered part of this larger whole, until they join a fraternity or sorority. These students become lepers in the eyes of the non-afflliated
masses on campus.
The greek community has made the fIrst steps, th£t")ugh the creation of
Panhellenic, and now OKE. Is the student body going to make a similar step?
Is the student body capable of a similar step? Even if able, would the student
body want to abandon such a time-honored tradition of greek bashing, just for
something as seemingly inconsequential as campus unity?
Et tu, campus?
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Continuing Education Parking Stories Handled Properly

by Russell Korando
managing editor
It's an enigma, wrapped in a mystery, tied up with a riddle. There are
many guesses, and probably as many
lies, to cover up the improprieties. The
true culprit may never emerge.
It is the continuing education parking scandal that The Currenl swept
across the campus two weeks ago.
Rumor and innuendo have piled up

faster than the snowfall in the last two
weeks of February concerning how
these stickers found a way out of the
continuing edlli:ation office and ooto
the cars 0 several students.
Reputations ofUM-St Louis Student Government Association officials
were jarred by their own admittance of
guilt Fraternities and sororities have
played against each other in this unholy
house of cards. Current staff members
were threatened and harrasssed by
cowardly, faceless intimidators over
the phone.
Throughout The Current' smonthlong investigation into the parking
sticker debacle, there was only one
intention: fmd the truth. And if a
person's name was going to be connected with this case, make damn sure
there was sufficient, documented evidence to support such charges.

This newspaper's reputation has
taken more beatings than a washed up
prize-fighter. A lot of these beatings
~ve been warranted, due to the mistakes of past editors.
What a large part of the campus
community does not realize is that The
Currenl is operated solely by students.
Young, aspiring journalists here must
walk a fine line, with no professional
advice on a day-to-day basis.
The rumor mill has cranked reports
back to this bureau indicating that greek
members have accused us of false
quoting and ann-twisting in attaining
the material used for the continuing
education stories.
First of all, a good tip or story can
come at any place, at any time. This is
not the kind of business where sensitiveinformation is fa-.;.ed back and forth
during regular business hours. A good

story is where you find it And, for
some information, it doesn't matter if
it's found in a bar at one o'clock in the
morning.
If the greek comnnmity wants to
take potshots at members of The
Current, that's fine. We did our job,
and we did it professionally. If we
hadn't, I would be silting in a lawyer's
office and this column would be a
public apology.
In the past, I have defended this
paper's stance against charges of racial
bias. Now, I feel it is my duty to defend
it against the slanderous allegations by
whiners who feel they know my job
better than I do.
Many letters have been sent in the
past few weeks. We're gettin' through
to you. Keep them coming because
opposing views are part of the essence
of what makes a newspapaer credible.

Gay Rights Movement Has Own Agenda
Dear Editor:
I applaud Christine McGraw for
explaining the agenda behind the gay
rights movement Gay rights activists
want more than tolerance, they are
seeking to vindicate the homosexual
lifestyle. In their efforts, they are
challenging the legitimacy of the
nuclear family. The books "Daddy's
Roommate" and "Heather Has Two
Mommies" show disregard for the
importance of a child's mother and
father. In doing so, they promote the
break-up of families, a trend we don't

need any help in advancing.
Am I upset that a copy of"Daddy's
Roommate" is available at the Barnes
Education Library on the South Campus? No. In fact, I encourage any
adult who wants to check it out to do
so. Adults can critically judge materiallil::e this for themselves. Six-yearolds, on the other hand, lack this ability.
First graders should not be forced
to accep f these books and their attempts to legitimate the homosexual
lifestyle. These books do npt "plant
seeds of harmony." Their message

tears into a child' s understanding of

the parent by contradicting the significance of the mother and father.
Children's books depicting homosexual lifestyles do not improve society, they work against it.
If you watch 60 Minutes, you may
remember the picture of a gay rights
activist wallcing with his nine-yearold daughter. A few years back he
divorced his wife and left his daughter to begin living with a gay man. A
shorttimela~he con tractedtheAIDS

virus. At the time of the documentary,
he was spending his remaining days

with his daughter. But at the same
time, he was also chaining himself to
the axles of pharmaceutical
company's trucks and leading gay
pride marches. You must believe me
when I say that I was genuinely sympathetic when I saw the sight of this
dying man walking with his daughter.
My sympathy for him ended when I
thoughttomyself; wait a minute, what
about the child?
Matthew T. Godbee

Sexual Orientation Source of Misunderstanding
Dear Eclitor;

,j

For the past several weeks I have been reading a variety of editorials and
letters concerning sexual orientation that are deemed both alternative and
contrary to heterosexual norms. The pros and cons range anywhere between
the lunatic fringe to the ultra conservative right. As usual, the more accmate
representation lies somewhere in the middle.
As a former counselor-in-training, under the supervision of a clinical
psychologist, I was able to assist in therapy with several individuals who
claimed that they did not choose their sexual orientation. None of them wished
to cause discomfort and pain to parents, siblings, friends, spouses, and others
based on the fact that they were sexually different when compared and
contrasted to the mainstream society.
.
Some of these individuals sought out therapy to better cope with their
respective dilemmas. Others wanted to change various patterns of behavior
that were bringing themselves and others pain. Some were in need of selfesteem strategies. A few wanted the therapist to "make them straight."

The most common complaint usually rested with the premise that other
people would or could not accept them. These reservations were sometimes
founded in so called religious principles that had very little to do with
spirituality.
Some individuals reacted violently to these clients and displayed a type of
behavior that in psychological terms is often labeled "reaction formation."
Recent news stories concerning gay bashing in the military might fall into this
category.
The new political polarization gimmicks (ie: "Act Up," Queer Nation,"
etc ... ) have made people anxious. In some ways, these ploys have made
caricatures out of individuals. Needless to say, this is a subject that is highly
charged with emotion.
Having witnessed misunderstandings on both sides of the fence, so to
speak. I can only hope that we refrain from judging others. This is a recurring
topic that is not going to go away.
Loren Richard Klabs
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CHEMISTRY from page 1

Senate Election Results

He said, ''We have not set up a
departmental laboratory. This is really
a general purpose facility. This is not a
facility for the chemistry department"
Seigel said if the genernl service
computerlalxratorieswerespecialized,
less students would benefit
He said, "The decision was made
to serve the greater good, and that is to
maximize the nom ber of students who
have access to the systems."
Lawrence Barton, Chainnan of the
Chemistry Department, said '"The students have some problems getting the
kinds of equipment and software up
there that are conducive to the use by
science students."
He said instead of a strict network
system, each computer laboratory
should focus on the needs of the students in a particular departmentorgroup
of departments.
Seigel said many other departments
such as business, nursing, education,
economics and anthropology have their
own separate computer laboratcries that

Elections flY student senators f<r
the University Senate were held
Wednesday, March 3, and Thursday,
March 4. 25 stuc.ent senators
elected to serve oue-year terms.
The senata's,listed with their maPs and in the CI'da they appeared on
the ballot, are: Stevrn Young, criminal
justice; Lisa DeLorenzo, political science; Chad Reidhead, English/anthropology; Angela Hcrnaday,accounting;
William Ross, political science; Ouis
Delph, communications; James
Penneys, psychology/criminal justice;
Sara Wolff, political science/biology;
Fredrick Ross, physical education;

cater to the special needs of the students in theirparticulardepartmenl He
said a department such as chemistry
should also provide their· own computer laboratories to provide for the
needs of chemistry students.
Seigel offered to turn the room
over to Barton, giving the chemistry
department full responsibility over the
room, but Barton declined the offer.
Barton said it is important to realize that the psychology, biology, and
physics departments are also involved
(since those departments are located in
Benton and Stadler Halls).
"Funhennore, it is not something
that is our role apprqxiately," he said
Barton said that communication
among students, faculty and administration is the key to solving the dilemma
He said, '''The more communication there is, the more understanding
there will be of this problem. If there is
an understanding, those that have the
authority will solve the problem."

were

anonymously.
''We referred a lot of people to that
number," Manzo said "And some actually came back for more infonnation."
The response to the project was
positive.
'We received a lot of positivefeedback." Manzo said. "I was really
amazed, to tell you the truth."
One student said, 'This is great Manzo said he didn't expect the
positive response.
"We have aconservative campus,"
he said "I expected trouble. I was
afraid people would construe this as the

Ferguson
Body Works

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is accepting applications for its next three entering classes.
(September 1993,January 1994, April 1994)

General requirements at time of entry inchtde:
• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a life or health science degree program.
• Aminimum G.P.A. of2.5.
• Apersonal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

guerite Ross Barnett. ·The car was offered to her when she left the university, but she refused it.
Samples explained that the university goes through a bidding process in
which specifications of need are determined and outside vendors bid.
"Blanche's car is probably more
apptopIiate," said MoHoy.
Other chancellors at the University
of Missouri drive personal vehicles.
Chancellor Eleanor Schwartz, at UMKansas City. drives her own 1986
Cadillac Eldorado. Chancellor John
Parle., at UM-Rolla, also drives his own
car, a 1989 Pontiac Bonneville SSE.
"I drive almost 16,000 miles between Rolla and Columbia a year,"
Park. said "I have never asked for a
university vehicle and I was never offeredone."
Washington University'S chaocel-

_
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•Immediate results
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A Representative from Northwestern College
of Chiropr~ctic will be li.n the University
Center on March 17;.1993, 12:30 to 4 p.m.
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24- Hour Phone Service

•

loc, William Danfcrth., also drives his
own Oldsmobile.
"It is a university policy ," saidFred
Volkmann, vice chancellor foc public
affairs at Washington University.
"There are no company cars."
President Daniel Perlman at
Webster University said, "I drive my
personal vehicle f<rpersooal use and a
university vebiclef<r university-re1at.ed
activities." The 1990 Toyota Camry
wa<> part of the package when he was
hired, Perlman said.
"A compensation committee decideson how much is spent and it's not
very much, " he said
Sl Louis University provides a
1991 Ford Grand Marquis f<r President Father Lawrence Biondi, said
Betsy Martin, director of public relations.

SGA from page 1

521-5698

CRISIS
PREGNANCY
CENTER

Write: Director of Admissions
2501 West Eighty-Fourth Street . Minneapolis, MN 55431-1599
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• Quality Collision Repair
• Written Guarantees
on Workmanship
• Lifetime Warranty on
Replacement Parts
(on qualified models)
• Latest Technology in
Color and Refinishing

CARS from page 1

FIND OUT FOR SURE.

t -800-888-4777or

•

ful, our campaign was a success."

Apparently, this grizzly thinks it is arruslng that he doesn' have to

return to classes today.

AM I P REG NAN T ?

• AprofesSional school of 500 students "'ith student faculty ratio of 12:1.
• Awell rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis,
X-ray, and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.
Call'

fralemi.ty promoting sexual activity."
Manzo recalled one instance when
a fraternity member asked two male
students if they wanted survival kits.
"No," they said. ''We're not like
that. "
An important point Delta SigmaPi
wanted to express is that "abstinence is
theonly 100 percent effective means of
not getting pregnant or [contracting]
AIDS."
Manzo said that even the faculty
members in student activities took: information for their kids.
"I think that if [the fraternity] got
one person to be a little bit more care-

1014 S. Florissant Rd.

Northwestern offers:

'

Cheryl Stevenson, communications;
David Roither, political science; Douglas Wilding, accounting/finance;
Michael Jones, business,Ipolitical science; M. ScotFague, busines.<Vphilosophy; Andy Masters, political sciencel
communication; Jerry Riehl, Jr.,
chemistry; John Russell, history/En- .
gl.is.h; Steven Wolfe, education; Carlo
Sanfilippo, financeIGerman; Warren
Price, marlreting; Benjamin Ash,'political scieoce; Raymood Schmidt, ill,
history; Lisa Niswonger, history;
Stq:Jhen Savis, businessadministratioo;
andSharrooHilliard, COOlJXllerscience.

AIDS from page 1

this information needs to be known."

j

Grin and Bear It!

Jain Ovw 11111Non Sa.'dw1tIr on Sjno" D""_~
~

.

f QJ mOle InfolQ!aticn Call '

Jason 96 -4327

Illll11) Illll. I. , II
Challenge yourself to the hottest,
toughest, fastest game around
at BUNKER HILL .. ·
8t. Louis' finest paintball park.

vice-president, who is running f<r the
same office on a ticket with Masters.
He focused on his S1Ipp(Xt for and
dedication to Masters' ideas.
A motion was made for UM-Sl
Louis to take apptOIX iate action foc the
installation of condom vending machines in selected restrooms on campus. The motion passed, and the issue
will go to the administrative leveL
The office of the SGAcomptroller
wa<> introduced. The duties of the office include: serving as the student
chair of the Student Activities Budget
Committee, checking the accuracy of
Activity Fee Acquisition Forms and
presenting possible misuse of student
allocated monies to the Senate Student
Affairs Committee. The comptroller
will be a student elected at large who
will be considered a member of the
Assembly, Executive Committee and
Student Activities Budget Committee.
The meeting was adjomned with
brief electioo guideline for the upcoming election and closing remarks.
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THE CURRENT

"Save Your Vision"Month
~ves . Students Money ·

aT

by Amy Weicht

Current features reporter
March has been designated "Save
YourVisionMooth," andUM-SL Louis
students can receive an eye exam at the
, University EyeCenterfaonly$26.00.
The University Eye Center is l0cated on South Campus in Marillac
Hall. All university students receive a '
20 percent discount on eye exams and
a 10 percent discowlt on glasses and
contacts. All you need is avalid student
10. The exams are perfooned by university optometry students ~ every ,
diagnoses is double checked by a pr0fessional.
'
If you experience headaches,
double or blurred vision, red, itchy or
watery eyes, you should have your
vision checked. Even ifthese symptoms
arenotthere, an armualeyeexam should
be part of everyone's health care rou-

tine.
''Everyone needs to recall their last
eye exam. If it's been over a year they
need to come in f(l' !lIl exam," said
Sandra Stroud. president of the American Optometric Student Association.

,

St. Patrick Wasn't Even Irish?
by Jamie Dunphy

for The Current

pllOto
Denise saC(JJin peers into the eyes of UM-St. Louis student Bill
Richey. All diagnoses are checked by a professional.
The American Optometric Student
Association is a way for optometry
students to enhance their education
while Jroviding a valuable service to
the community. ' To commemorate
"Save Your Vision" month, the AOSA
will be taking their services out on the
road to local high schools to do free
vision sCreenings. ,

According to Stroud, eye exams
are important at any age; but parents
with toddlers need to pay special
attention because vision problems at
this age are often dismissed awkwardness. All you need to do to
make an appointment is call 5535131 (I' stop by 153 Maril1ac Hall.
It's that easy, See!

as

Country Music Fan Impressed
By Alternative Band, the choice
According to him, the band wanted to
see if people would buy it They did.
Then, using their own label, PLH
I've been a loyal country music (Peace, Love and Happiness), they
listener for about five years now, so prodlx:ed Fall which is available at
you can understand why I was a little Streetside Records.
Brad then started telling me a little
apprehensive when someone suggested
about
himself. He's been playing the
I do an article on the alternative band
drums
since he was in sixth grade. He
the choice. This was to be my first
he
lov~ the business, but there are
said
adventure into alternative music.
drawbacks.
The band was kind enough to in"No money, and jt' s hard to break
vite me to the record release fct' their
ground
in a new city," Brad said.
new album Fall. I wasn't sure what I
Kevin
Gagnepain came over and
expected, but I was sure it was strange.
introduced
himself as the bass player. I
I was shocked.
this
down
quickly and (just as
jotted
Therearefourmembelsoftheband,
quickly) Kevin
two are fonner
corrected my
UM-St. Louis
spelling of the
students, and IIWe're borderline
word bass . I
each one has his
spelled it base. It
popular
alternative,
own distinct
was dark and I
style.
Brad playable on the radio,
was in a hurry,
Booker is the
but
not
liked
by
older
give me a break. I
dnnnmeraOO was
later found out
my first victim. people. We're not
Kevin has a deMy first impreswe
don't
naked
and
gree in jownalism
sion was "Wow,
fromMizzou.Not
this guy can put a play violins. "
did he prove
full sentenee to- Rick Smith only
himself
to be ingether without
Lead
Vocalist
telligent,
but he's
using the word
also
a
great
guy. I
for the choice
"dude."BradWas
asked
him
if the
a doll ,and later
band had experibe explained that
enced any groupies yet
he's really a yuppie at heart.
"We have no groupies, only
He gave me most of the informafriends,"
'he replied.
lion about the band, and as it tnms out,
But Kevinwlml'tserious the whole
they are all very educated guys. (I think:
I was learning a lesson in stereotyping time. When I asked where his music
here.) In fact, they all met through came from, be said, '1tcomesfrommy
college and within two weeks had their amp and starts with my bass." I made
first gig. Aunt Heidi's in Columbia, sure my spelling was correct this time.
Kevin took oft anu was now talkwas the first to feature the choice.
After that, they put out their first ing to "friends," I would call them
8lbum. Brad called jt a "Lab Rat tape." groupies.

Yes, it's true! The almighty Patron St Patrick who symbolizes Ireland, four-leaf
clovmand evel)'thing green, wasactua1ly lxrn in South Wales (Great Britain) around 385
AD.. His mother was British. and his father was aROOlaIl soldier fcI' the Imperial ROOlaIl
EmPire. Gee, I don't want America's lJ;lCOOd largest ethnic group to be hostile towaro me,
but wouldn't that make 01' St Patrick half-British and half-Italian by ethnic descent?St
Patrick was an Italian?!?!
Anyway, the legend goes that at the age of 16, he was captured and carried to Ireland
by pirates and sold to a local clan
'
chief ((I' labor. Six years later, he
escaped to France where he was
educated and institutionalized by
Catholic clergymen. He was ordained a Catholic bishop at the age
of 45. Two years later, Patrick
, became a missionary to Ireland.
He taught the pagans Christianity.
Also, he used the shamrock to
teach the pagans the Holy Trinity.
They could not understand the
concept of the Father, Son and
Holy Gbostexisting as one being.
So, St Patrick used a shamrock to show the pagans that separate entities can exist as one
like the shamrock's four clovers. The shamrock concept immortalized Sl Patrickito
Christians. He died in 493 AD. on March 17 -the day we look forfour-leafclovers dress
in green and drink green beer. Have a happy and safe Sl Patrick's Day.
'

Features Editor's note: Sources/or this story were The Cambridge Encyclopedia and The Catholic Archives.

School of Fish Swim
In Different Direction

by Amy Weicht
Current features reporter

by Brad Touche
entertainment editor

"

Photo: Dave Floyd

Andy Schmidt, lead guitar forthe choice, said that, if he could be any kind
of food, he would be celery because "I like peanut butter."

So, Rick Smith, the voice of the
choice, sat down. He's defInitely the
most surprising member of the band.
Wearing a blazer, jeans and what appeared to be a cowboy hat, he was
definitely not what I expected. Rick
said be has a: strong gospel background
and two gospel albums out Now I was
really stunned. Rick gave me a great
explanation of tile band's music. Music that I still hadn't heard yet
"We're borderline popular alternative, playable on the radio, but notliked
by older people. We're not naked and
' we don't play violins," Rick said.
Finally, I talked to Andy Schmidt
Other than playing guitar, he writes
most of the lyrics. He is the most quiet
and soft-spoken of the group. But he,
too, had a sense of humor. When asked
how far he thought the band would go,
he .eplied, "We' re going to Tennessee
next week." 1bat's about all the information I got out of him at this point

because it was almost showtime.
I was right up front when the choice
took stage. When they started playing
I thought this couldn't be the same
guys I just spent t,'t'O hours talking to. I
mean, they all sorta looked the same,
with the exception of Rick. He traded
rus previous outfit for a sleeveless
flannel shirt and very strange looking
green pants. They all seemed so different It was like the people I just met
were gone and the music took over. I
wasn't sure what I was listening to, but
I liked it all the same.
1bere was a group of guys behind
me who obviously liked it also. They
were jumping up and down and running into each other. I latex learned this
is called ''moshing.''
I specifically listened for the band's
title cut "Fall" which the members said
was one of their favorites. I fOWld
myself moving with the music and
even liking it Again, I was shocked.

It's been almost three strange years
since School OfFish released a CD (So
what if it's only been two years, the
sentence sounds good). Even stranger,
two "fish" have been yanked out of the
pond and two more have moved in.
Even stranger than that, a dog told them
what to name their new CD. Strangest
of all, guitarist Michael Ward likes this
album better because his mom doesn't
"My mom told me she liked the
first album better wruch has me pretty
stoked," said Ward.
The new CD, Human Cannonball,
is a much more alternative sound for
the band, wruch is fine with Ward.
, "Surprisingly, I'm pretty happy
with all of it,'" he admitted. "There are
a few songs I'm still not sure about, but

on the whole, I like this one a lot more.
It's not as glossy as the first album. It's
got more of an edge."
"We were able to get harder with
songs like 'Take Me Anywhere' and
'Complicator' ," he continued, "and we
got better at expressing moods. Songs
like 'Fountain' would have sounded
completely different if it were written
during the first album. "
But Ward feels the move towards
more of an alternative sound won't
alienate the fans they already have.
"I don't see us as not being accessible because, just look at the mainstream. I mean, it's everything from
Mariah Carey to Nirvana to almost
some Sonic Youth. There have been a
few bands who have pretty much shattered that category ,and I don't see us as

See UPSTREAM, page 6

Chris MacDonald, Michael Ward, Chad Fischer and Josh Clayton-Felt
are School of Rsh.
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UPSTREAM, from page 1
some bizarre band that people won't
understand. We just try to make it so
your parents won't like it very much,
which apparently we're having a little

"In thepictureis JoshFreese,"Ward
pointed out. "He's got his own band
(Infectious Grooves), but he sat in for
us on the album. We kind of parted
ways with guys from the ~ album,
but now we're hoping to stop this revolving door of musicianS we seem to

more success at doing."
Ward, along with lead singer Josh
Clayton-Felt. have two new bandmates
for this tour - bassist John Pierce and
drummer Chad Fischer.

have. Wejust got back from a little four
gig stint. and we're sounding good. I'm

-.

PREGNANT?

B.

• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING &
ASSISTANCE. All services are free
and confidential.

excited about our show."
With a new video fOl" "Take Me
Anywhere" getting aiIplay on M1V's
"120 Minutes," and the first leg of their
tour undeIWaY, School Of Fish seem
geared to pick up where they left off
with their breakthrough single "Three
Strange Days." But don't ever expect a
stnright answer from these guys if you
ask them where they get their ideas.
"Where'd we get the title from?"
echoed Ward. "The title came from a
dream Josh's Golden Retriever had.
He just barked out the letters in Morse
code."
TIle new CD is a strong set of
material filled with hard driving
rhythms and hook-heavy melodies. It
definitely belongs in any alternative
music fan's collection.

Birthri;I!tSir,Ql1971
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Amos & Andrew Shows Both Sides
Are Right And Both Sides Are Wrong
by Brad Touche

shut offhis car alarm, and the rest of the
. police join in the shoot-outofS terling' s
new home.
As of late, there have been many
After Tolliver realizes what he's
movies that attempted to deal with the done to his new resident. and itbeing an
racial problems facing our nation. Un- election year, be concocts this scheme
fortunately, most either stick too un- toplantsmall-timecriminalAm~Odell
compromisingly to one side of the is- (Cage) in the house as the actual bursue. or just simply fail to effectively glar.
convey the intended message.
You'll have to go see the movie to
. Amos & Andrew, the new movie see what happens next. but I can promstarring Nicolas Cage and Samuel L. ise it's never dull.
Jackson, has set the standard by which
The most appealing' facet of this
all racially-focused films should be film is its racial message, which is
judged. If not only b its fairness, but subtle enough to avoid being preachy,
for its method of conveying the mes- but blatant enough so that no one exsage.
cept the severely smpid can miss it.
The movie is set on an exclusive And what is the point? That both sides
resort island in New England, where are right, and that both sides are wrong.
millionaire Andrew Sterling (Jackson) The opposing sides IX"e<onceived!lOhas just bought a house. Nosy neigh- tions about each other have become so
bors mistake the new homeowner fOl" a skewed that it's getting mae and more
bufg1ar and call thepolice. Police Chief difficult to bridge the racial gap. The
Cecil Tolliver (Dabney Coleman) fight scene on the neighbors' lawn is
rushes to the scene with his officers and priceless.
swround the house. An over-anxious
CageandJacksoo deliver theirlines
,~ opens fire on Sterling as he tries to with precision and poise, · especially
entertainment editor
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Samuel L. Jackson and Nicholas

Cage star in Amos & Andrew
during that lawn scene. Their lines sum
up the entire film and what is wrong
with both races. Kudos to writer/director E. Max Frye for excellent direction
and invaluable insight given to the
script. This is a must-see movie.
Dabney Coleman is great, too. Except that his character is the same one
we've seen him playa hundred times
- you know, the self-cen"red. selfserving, dimmer than most eclipses. typebigot
All in all, this movie could be the
start of a trend that needs to be addressed if we're to bring America togetha. Love and tolerance, coupled
with beim! able to laullh with each
ocher, is what's needed. And this movie
does it without a flaw. Five stars.
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If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a fresh·
man or sophomore , you can still catch
up to your classmates by attending
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a
paid six-week summer course in
leadership training,
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Captain Mark S. Spindler
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OPENS MARCH 19TH EVERYWHERE.

By, the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer, You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to suc,ceed 1TI college
and beyond .

COORSEYOUCAN TAKE.
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Rivermen Erid Season Of Frustration At 11-15

Head coach Bobbi Morse
on the Riverwom.en

by Mike Hayes

sports reporter

WaysTo

Improve
UM-8t.Louis

Athletics
by Jack C. Wang

sports editor

As Missouri Westemclung to a
91-831ead in overtime with the University of Missouri-St Louis men's
basketball learn on Feb.24,
the clock ticked down and the hom
sounded, ending the game.
It was the final hom the Rivermen
would hear this year as a season of
frustration and disappointment had
come to a close.
There were no more timeouts to be
called or inbound plays to be drawn up.
. Each player
as he walked off the
court that night that there would be no
tomorrow, and that there was nothing
they could do about it Every player
and coach cansensewhen the end is
near. but they're never really prepared
for the oound of the final hom.
The Riverinen packed away their
uniforms and high tops for the last
. time. They headed out to the bus where
they were greeted by the bitter night air
of winter and prepared for the long
journey home.
As the team made their way across
theS[lOW<overedMis9:>uri tmain from
St Joseph to St Louis, the time of ooul
searching began.
Coaches and players alike retreated
into their own world and wondered
about the ~n that could have been.
A team that was riding the crest of
a four-game winning streak and an 115 overall mark a little more than a
month ago somehow fell apart They
set a school record with nine consecutive losses as they tumbled to the bottom ranks of the Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletics Association

knew

by Cory Schroeder

associate sports editor
Head coach Bobbi Morse's
thoughts on the 1992-93 season.
011

on the Riverwomen's 9·16
Phott1: Alfie Ali record ...
"We were just one player away
Rivermen (L to R) assistant coach Bill Walker, head coach Rich
from being a great team. We needed
Mecldessel and assistant coach Chico Jones wondering what
one scorer who could give us 12-15

happened as the Rivermen finished in a nine -game slump.
ofseniors Darren Hill,SteveRoderand
(MIAA).
"I had a team that went 6-20 in Mike Moore, as they wore the UM-St
West Virginia, and this season is twice Louis uniform f<r the J.a<lt time.
Moore can rest his tired bones and
as disappointing," said Rivennen head
coach Rich Meckfessel after his team let them recover from the endless
lost to NorthwestMissowiSta1ea gane pounding they recieved as he took
charge after charge during his career.
earlier.
The
stoic Roder can look back with
Now Meckfessel and his squad are
left only with the questions that run pride on his days at UM-St Louis as he
through their heads. Many of those leaves in 15th place on the school's all
questions, like many situations in life, time~glist
Forward Darren Hill was here for
will have no distinct answers.
Time will help in burying the pain only one season, but what an impact he
of this se&'IOll, but the disappointments made. The 6-foot 4-inch, 185 pound,
and failures will inevitably creep into Chicago native, led the team, averagthe minds of these players and coacheS ing 17.8 points and 7.8 rebounds.
was named MIAA player two weeks
from time to time.
"Time has a way of taking care of running during the month of January
things, but it will be a long time before and was also recently named to the first
team All-MIAA squad, as well as
this is forgotten," Meckfessel said
The fmal hom not only ended a winning the newcomer-of-the-year
game and a season, but it aloo brought
See B-BALL, page 8
an end to the college baskeiball careers

He

Weather Causing Havoc To Start
Of Rivermen Baseball Schedule

The American Chemical Society Presents :

A Seminar about Aids

The General Topics Group of the St. Louis Section ·
of the American Chemical Society presents

"Perspectives on Aids:
Scientific, Social, Sexual and the' Future. "

class facility.
Overall, UM-St Louis can't
forget about the athletic department
because sports are important to
university life. Ithelplmngstudents
together to events and having better
firilities would attrnct more fans as
well.

The seminar will be presented
by Dr. William Welsh of the Chemistry Department on

~Iarch

25

1M Riverwome1l_.

"The team worked hard, they never
gave up. I was never disappointed with
theefIort "

The company that makes
Rolaids is veryprofitablerightnow.
Rich Meckfessel and Bobbi
Morse are probably
familiar
with the antacid product this year.
Meckfessel, the men's basket- . .
ball coach, finished the 1992-93
campaign with a record of 11-15.
Morse and her team finished with a
record of 9-17.
1beRivermen pwnmeledlikea
falling star,losing all their games in
February. The Riverwomen fared
slightly better, winning one of nine
games in February.
Both teams had a number of
talented players. But what happened? What caused the breakdown? Only the coaches can answer
that question.
I'm not writing to criticizeeither
team. Both teams put all of their
efforts into the season. If you don't
belleve me,justgoand watch either
We're a pawn of the weather, which
by Jack C. Wang
team practice next year before and
dictates what you have to do, 00 we
.
Sports
editor
during the season. Meckfessel and
have to make the best of it"
Morse put their troops through a
Now, Brady and his team are hoptough workout During practice,
Rivmnenlmeba11 coachJim Brady ing that the season will start on March
you'll also see both coaches workpubably hates Phil the Groundhog 8.
ing hard to teach the team set plays
''We're looking at the Northem
about now.
and the basic fundamentals. So,
State game for ouropener," Brady said.
mOIlS rodent
After the facritics and fans of the UM-SL Louis
and predX:ted ''It will be under the lights and the
saw his shadow
basketball can 'tsay thateithercoach
weather will probsix more Wf"4 s
carmat coach.
ably be cold. I
of winter, surely
Wbat I am angry about is the
don't know what
enough, it came
fact that both teams could have done
"Lady
luck
has
the conditions
true to St Louis.
beuec. Okay, sure it's easy ferme to
down atJoplin will
Because
of
. certainly not smiled
say thalbecause I'm oolya obselver,
be. If the field is in
the
recent
soow
not a player. But the straight fact is
upon us"
good condition,
and
rain
in
S
L
that both coaches have their hands
we'll play."
Louis,
the
tied to a Certain extent
-Jim Brady
Attempts are
Rivermen
have
As some may knower fertbose
being made to
Jim Brady
cancelled
the
first
Rivermen
head
coach
that don't know, the budget fer the
make
up
the
fourgamesofthe
athleti: departmentat UM-St Louis
missed games. sets bockthe pitchingIttation one week.
se&'IOll. This inislimited.
cludes
the
home opener, which was Brady says that the Missouri Baptist
"I'd hoped to have the pitchers get
At the same time, the university
game has been rescheduled for March a game ex two under their belt, "Brady
scheduled
for
March
2
against
Mishas enough money to expand the
24.
souri Baptist.
said.
campus by adding two buildingsBut the delay of the start of the
"The
weather
is
a
variable
that
we
A different and more frustrating
the library extension and the new
season could affect the players.
have
nocontrolover,"
Brady
said
''This
problem
has risen for Brady and assiscomputer building near SSB.
"It will be a lesson in character tant coaches Gary Dunahue and Denwill
force
us
to
playa
lot
of
games
in
Certainly having two new
development to be mentally prepared. " nis Turner. Four newcomers to the
March and April. "
buildings helps to increase campus
Brady said. "There will be a tendency pitching staff may be lost for the season
As
for
the
groundhog,
Brady
says
visIbility and attract new students.
thatexperience with weather in the past to slack off if they're not strong indi- due to injuries. What frustrates Brady
But shouldn't the University of
viduals."
has taught him a lesson.
the most about these injuries is how
Missouri system be able to dig up .
But Brady adds that the problem they occurred.
"If
the
weather
is
nice
in
February,
some money from the budget to
March is usually terrible," Brady said with the weather shouldn't be foreign
improve the athletic facilities at UM"If January and February are cold, that to anyone playing baseball.
StLouis?
See BRADY, page 8
. The problem with the weather also
usually means it will be a good spring.
The money to be increased
might offer more scholarships to
athletes and attract them to our
campus. An increased number of
scholarships would not only benefit
the school, but also the athletes.
They wouldn't have the financial
worry hanging over their heads.
Improving the facilities at the
Mark Twain building would also
help greatly in ternlS of attracting
highly oought after athletes in high
school and the junior college.
Having better facilities, such as a
bigger basketball arena or larger
stands for the soccer and baseball
field, would be terrific. Room should
also be found somewhere to build a
ooftballfield where theRivexwomen
could play. Right now, the team
.plays at St Ann Field, which is
considered their 'home field' Better facilities would also help the
mornleofathletes, who wouldknow
that they are playing in a world-

very

RowulballTable:

at

7 p.m. in 451 Benton Ilall.

See MORSE, page 7

liz Squibb

.• SoftbalJ.·Riv~nv()lIlel1 <>pen •
Seaso~ On ~ Note
by PeteDlcrlsplno

. Currsnt sportSrepo, . .

During SJXin,g 1xeak week: mOSt
UM- st. Louis studenf.SpobabJy)'e!axed by ~hing up on some much
needed sleep.
.
This was not the case, however

for .the Ri¥erwOmen softball team
who went to wed, if you want to call
heading 00wn k) Gtugia ad!llJJlDf
Fbidawa'k.
It was time for the team to WOIk
out the rough spots and see what they
need to improve on as the season
Photo: Dave Floyd

began.

And after the first nine games the
t.enn inconsistency comes to mind.
'We're hitting and pitching well,
but a few untimely errors have hurt
us," bead coach Harold Brumbaugh

SoftbaU head coach Harold

Brumbaugh is pleased withthe
tea'm's record thus far.
In Florida, the Riverwomen
gained
victories against Keene State
said.
6-3
and
Aquinas UniversitY 6-3, '
With a record of 54 and three
while
losing
to Edinboro 7-3 and
games left on
trip, . the
Grand
Valley
1-0.
Riverwomen have showed signs that
So the question remains has
a great ~ is in reach. "If we can
get the communication and timing coochBrumbaughsettledon alineup.
"I have an idea on what it will be
down in the field, we should be a
for
the conference games, but for
force to be reckoned with,"
right
now I want everyone to keep
Brumbaugh said
working,"
Brumbaugh said. "EvThe Riverwomen could easily
eryone
is
going
to play."
be 9-0 on the trip with the way they
So
with
the
remaining
games on
have played so far, but with many
the
trip
what
would
Brumbaugh
like
new players getting to known each
his
team
to
accomplish?
other and with Brumbaugh juggling
"I want to get respect from evpeople in and out of the lineup to find
eryone
in our conference, "
the right mix, finding consistency
Brumbaugh
said. ''WesoouldbeOlle
could take some time.
of
the
top
three
teams in our confer''We need to get everyone knowence....
ing where theotberperson isgoingto
Only time will tell, but so far
, be," Brumbaugh said. "Itsbould take
with
a litt1e work: here and there,
about five or six more games to get it
postseason
play could be in the
down."
Riverwomen's
future. ''This is the,
In the Georgia tournament the
best
team
1
have
had," Brumbaugh
team finished second, falling to
said.
Valdosta State 4-2 in the Championship game. ''We played well in GeorThree is nota crowd. This is the
gia, but we hit too many balls right at
first
year in a long time that the
people," Brumbaugh said
have had threepiIChers
Riverwomen
All three pitchers pitched well in
and
it
could
end up being a .plus. .
Georgia with Colleen Duffin throwWith
many
doubleheaders
the girls'
ing a 4-hit shutout against Grand .
anns
might
not
be
00
tired
at
the end
Valley. Jill Stockdale and Kelly
Childs also picked up victOOes in
See TRIP, page 8
Georgia.

the
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BRADY from page 7

of the year.

"All of the injurieg are from nonbaseball injuries," Brady said.
Lefthande'z Dave Chapin is getting
ready to undezgo recoostructive surgery afta" getting injured from a skiing
accident.Two rigbthanders, Chuck
Shaffer and TrevCI Wolfe, are also
injured Shaffer was a viCUill of the
recent snow. suffering a popped shooIdel" after shoveling.
"Chuck was throwing ihe ball extremely well before the injury," Brady
said. "But now he's out indefinitely."
Wolfe sustained a shoulde-J" injmy
as well. but his was the result of
moving gymnastic equipment from the
recent Coca-Cola gymnastic meet held
at Mark Twain.
''We were counting on him in
middle relief," Brady said. "He will be
out three weUs. He will undergo rest
and rehabilitation and looks to be a
question JllaIk right noW. "
But the biggest blow may have
come in the closer role. Right-hander

HEre's the pitching ~d.s thus
far. Colleen Duffin (2-O),J ill Stockdale
(1·3), ar.ct Kelly Childs (2-1). ''They
have aU pitched wen."BrumbruIgll said.

MVPulSprmgTrip. Early votes

out to outfielder-pitcher Colleen
Duffin. Not only is she 2-0 with a
shutOUt. she ha<i also been the teams
best offensive weapon. "She's the best
ballplayer to come through UM-SL
Louis," BrumOOugh said "She's consiswnt, a great outfielder, and hustles
all the time."
go

HittingtheBeacb. Whaidoesone
do in Flcrida when the games are ovet!
What else besides hii the beach! If you
happen to see some gals around campus this week with killer tans don't be
jealous,jwtremember th3t they had to

play 12 games in a week and drove 18
hours back and f<kth while we were
home sleeping.
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Chris Dmnm. the let;di.1g candiate,iPpears tD be academically ineligible after .ha.ing l'iG&i3Cript JrOblems from
Reid l....&ke Cu.lWIunity College. ''We
dun', know about Cbris right now,"
Bftidy said. "BLll it will be it tremendous blow if we lose him."
Meanwhile, center fielder Donnie
jolliff is sloY.tly CXl the mend from off~s knee surgery. "He appears to
be ready to make a appeamnce next
week," Brady ggid. "He's ::t 85 percent."
Bradyiscoocemed. "This changes
the way we do things," Brady said. 1
hope that people can pick up the slack,
because the r,.;;ople we lost we. .e being
heavily coontedon. l...iidy luck has
cettainly not smiled upon us."
"I doo.'t know who will take over
the closer role," Brady said. "Maybe
we' il have a bullpen by committee."
Brady mentions junior right-bander
Greg Shepherd as ,a possihiJi..+y for the
closer role.

B ..BALL from page 7
Northwestern UniverSity
Summer Session '93

Our multicourse registration discount
saves you 20 percent on two courses,
25 peI"(ent on three o/more.
Call l-800-FL\DS KIi (in Illinois, caU
081 9 l-4ll4) or mail this coupon.

basketball program rests with fresh- on the team with 59 assists and fifth
man guard Lawndale Thomas, who .with 20 steals.
wasnamedto theMlAAAll-Freshman
But, now the lights have teen
Team. Thomas averaged 5.6 points dimmed,theballsareputaway,andthe
and 2.3 rebounds and finished serond . court is empty as the healing process
takes over.

I'm thinking. Send me a free copy of
the ummer Session '9 3 catalog with
financial aid and registration infonnation
(available in March ). Please send the
catalog to my home 0 my schooL
Summer Session, 2003 Sheridan Road
l:\'an '(on, illinois J0108-2650

State

Zip

SL11e

Zip
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Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:

the computer you'll use in school and after school •

•

ass!

The new Macintosh Centris'" 610 computer has all the
power you'll need today - and tomorrow Its 68040 chip ..
speeds through word processing, spreadsheet and graphics
programs. Itsexpandable up to 68MB of RAM, giving you
lots of room to grow And, Macintosh®is the most compatible

personal computer you can buy. See the new Macintosh
Centris 610 today at your Apple Campus Reseller Where you'll
get special student pricing, as well as service during college:
And discover the power more students choose. The .• 'power of Macintosh. The power to be your best~

For further information visit the Computer Store
Located in the University Center Lobby
Hours: Mon-Thur: 10-6, Fri: 9-4 or call 553-6054

ill

